The aim of this paper is to investigate the existence and uniqueness of a classical solution to a functional-differential abstract nonlocal Cauchy problem in a general Banach space. For this purpose, a special kind of a mild solution is introduced and the Banach contraction theorem and a modified Picard method are applied.
Introduction
We present four theorems (Theorems 2.1-2.4) on the existence and uniqueness of a classical solution to a functional-differential abstract nonlocal Cauchy problem in an arbitrary Banach space and give an approximation of the solution to the nonlocal problem. In the proofs of the theorems, we introduce a special kind of a mild solution and apply the Banach contraction theorem and a modified Picard method of successive approximations.
The functional-differential nonlocal problem, studied in this paper is of the form:
u'(t) f(t,u(t), u(a(t))), t I, ( If c k =/= 0 (k 1,..., p) then the results of the paper can be applied in kinematics to determine the evolution tu(t) of the location of a physical object for which we do not know the positions U(to) u( tl ), U( t p) but we know that the nonlocal condition (1.2) holds. Consequently, to describe some physical phenomena, the nonlocal condition can be more useful than the standard initial condition u(t0) x 0.
Theorems About the Existence and Uniqueness of a Classical Solution
By X, we denote the Banach space C(I,E) with the standard norm I1" I I x" So, I I w I I 
.,p).
From (2.6) and (2.7), and from some computations, u(to) -4-lCiU(ti)
x 0 E Ck f(r, u(v), u(a(r)))dr k=l to + E ci f(-, u(r), u(a(')))dr x o. i=1 to Therefore, the proof of Theorem 2.2 is complete.
As (2.12)
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